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This queen mother of Juciah...and she saw the chance to kill all the royal

ek, seed. And .. somebody took and. hid J .a--Jee4t- Josiah, xfrorn the

one killed (Niphal. Participle). Now, it doesn't mean the one who had been

killed, 4- from among them they took one and hid him, there would be no

point in hiding Josiah after he had been killed. It is from the ones who

were to be killed the ones who it s her forder that they should be killed.

so the Niphal Gerundive idea...the.se are the mercies of David which

are to m be made sure, and they are to be made sure ...when Isa. 53 is fulfilled,

that is what will make sure the promises that come through David. It is definitely

past participle. 5o the sure mercies of David may mean 44M- the promise

is to Davi , the promise which is going to make ef.e sur, the promise that is

going to be fulfilled. Yes, just like when we had "..a adjective, instead

of ...we maybe you conid. rapkd- rapidly read us the next verse Mr. Butler.

It is very hard. for us to remember where ....aM so they are easily confusad.

But this is not.. .it is anothe ....and. __is a people but it is nearly always

used in the plural .... to say that these two men are going to be ancestors to

two nations, so itis used only five...tiies and in all other cases it is always

used in the plural, and the word does not speak specifically of the mercies of

Israel. Again, I have established ...I have given as a witness of hii...

you see it is construct ..a leader and a commanding. one who commands people

so it shows the world-wide outreach of the ... and. who is the him.
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For next time--I xsee it will ke take us quite a bit more 44e-e- time on

55--let's make it only the fist two verses. Yes, continue on 55. We had all

of 55 assigned today... but take just the first three verse of 54. 54 is a little

harder, but we will do it more slowly. But we want to finish...1 hope that -e

we can k get over that much.
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